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The remarkable recent progress in perovskite photovoltaics affords a novel opportunity to 

advance the power conversion efficiency of market-dominating crystalline silicon (c-Si) solar 

cells. A severe limiting factor in the development of perovskite/c-Si tandems to date has been their 

inferior light-harvesting ability compared to single-junction c-Si solar cells, but recent innovations 

have made impressive headway on this front. Here, we provide a quantitative perspective on future 

steps to advance perovskite/c-Si tandem photovoltaics from a light-management point of view, 

addressing key challenges and available strategies relevant to both the 2-terminal and 4-terminal 

perovskite/c-Si tandem architectures. In particular, we discuss the challenge of achieving low 

optical reflection in 2-terminal cells, optical shortcomings in state-of-the-art devices, the impact 

of transparent electrode performance, and a variety of factors which influence the optimal bandgap 

for perovskite top-cells.  Focused attention in each of these areas will be required to make the most 

of the tandem opportunity.  

 

KEYWORDS Solar Cell, Photovoltaics, Optics, Perovskite, Silicon, Tandem, 4-terminal, 2-

terminal, Light-trapping 
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Solar cells based on crystalline silicon (c-Si) have been enormously successful at driving the 

worldwide uptake of photovoltaics (PV), but are nearing their fundamental limit in terms of power 

conversion efficiency (PCE). As a result, there is limited scope to advance the PCE of 

commercially relevant PV with the kind of incremental approach that has brought the c-Si cell to 

its present position of market dominance. This puts an imminent constraint on further reductions 

in the cost/watt ratio of solar PV due to high area-related balance of system costs, which are 

especially large for residential installations.1  Metal halide perovskites have emerged as promising 

next-generation photovoltaic materials in recent years, but despite their remarkable performance 

and inherently low materials costs, these materials are unlikely to deliver single-junction PCEs 

significantly better than that of the incumbent c-Si technology. However, tandem cells in which a 

perovskite top cell absorbs the high-energy portion of the solar spectrum, with a c-Si bottom-cell 

in place to absorb much of the remainder, offer a route towards higher efficiency than either solar 

cell type could deliver in isolation. In consequence, perovskites represent a potentially low-cost 

and co-operative route for providing a step change boost to the PCE of commercially established 

c-Si cells.2 

The detailed balance limit places the limiting PCE of tandem solar cells at around 46% compared 

to 33% for single-junctions.3 This results from the fact that high-energy photons absorbed in a wide 

bandgap semiconductor, such as the metal halide perovskites (EG ~ 1.55 - 1.75 eV), lose less 

energy to thermalization than they would in c-Si with its smaller bandgap of 1.1 eV. However, 

with the increased complexity of a tandem architecture it is also more challenging to close the gap 

between actual and theoretical performance. Imagining for a moment that the best single-junction 

perovskites cells could be applied with a “drop-in” approach to make tandems, there would still 
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be a significant performance deficit in such devices due to optical losses induced by the tandem 

architecture. These losses stem from the large number of layers necessary to make functioning 

tandems (aside from the photoactive materials themselves), such as transparent electrodes, 

selective contacts, charge transport layers, passivation layers and coupling layers. The latter are 

specific to tandem architectures, which must include either a recombination junction (2-terminal, 

“2T”) or an optical adhesive/spacer layer (4-terminal, “4T”), both of which put a drain on the 

tandem’s current generation through their parasitic optical absorption. In addition, the large 

number of layers in a tandem stack gives rise to optical interfaces with strong contrasts in refractive 

index, inducing significant losses in the form of unwanted reflection.4  

Encouragingly, within the last two years there have been several early demonstrations of 

perovskite/c-Si tandem devices with a PCE superior to that of their (high-performance) c-Si 

bottom-cells.5–12 Furthermore, the latest record PCE of a perovskite/c-Si tandem has reached a 

certified 28%,12 thereby surpassing the best-in-class reported for single-junction c-Si (26.7%).13 

The next phase of development for perovskite/c-Si tandems will entail catching up to the 

performance of III-V/c-Si devices, which can currently achieve PCEs greater than 32%,14,15 while 

retaining the chief advantage of perovskite materials in their low material cost and ease of 

fabrication. En route to this ambitious milestone, continued work on the optical optimization of 

perovskite/c-Si tandems will be necessary alongside processing and electrical improvements. 

Indeed, contrary to our supposition above, techniques for fabricating efficient perovskite single-

junctions cannot always be carried over straightforwardly to tandems. This is especially true for 

the 2T architecture, in which the silicon bottom cell acts as the substrate for perovskite deposition, 

introducing distinct features such as a textured morphology and processing constraints that are 

absent for perovskite single-junctions. Consequently, electrical optimization will no doubt 
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continue to play a major role in the development of viable perovskite/c-Si tandems. The key figure 

of merit illustrating the associated potential is the fill factor (FF) of record-holding 2T devices, 

which is presently in the range of 71 - 78% and therefore significantly below the ~84% that should 

result from a combination of the best performing c-Si and perovskite cells.16,17 Many of the 

electrical and processing adjustments necessary to translate single-junction perovskites into the 

tandem architecture have been discussed extensively in the literature.18 However, several of the 

currently outstanding questions concerning perovskite/Si tandem development are largely related 

to optimal light management, and it is these questions that shall be our focus herein.  

We begin this article with a brief review of the progress that has led to the present state of 

perovskite/c-Si tandem development from a light management point of view. Following recent 

developments in the field, a pressing question is whether texturing of the silicon bottom-cell in 2T 

tandems is a necessary step to reduce reflection losses in these devices, given the complications 

that this introduces for the top-cell deposition. We will provide a perspective on this question based 

on recent modelling results, our own calculations, and a brief analysis of some available 

alternatives. Even more severe than the problem of reflection losses in most state-of-the-art devices 

is the issue of parasitic absorption, which we consider next with respect to state-of-the-art 2T and 

4T devices. Finally, we shall address that basic but crucial aspect of tandem light management 

which concerns the optimal distribution of light between a tandem’s top and bottom cells. This 

question relates to the larger issues of perovskite bandgap tunability and to the competition 

between 2T and 4T architectures under realistic irradiation conditions, both of which shall be 

addressed in the context of energy yield modelling.  
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We note that although the focus of this perspective is on analyzing developments and opportunities 

with respect to perovskite/c-Si tandems specifically, many of the same considerations will apply 

to related technologies, such as perovskite/CIGS,19,20 III-V/c-Si,14,21 and to an even greater degree 

in higher-order perovskite multi-junctions with c-Si.22 Throughout this article we consider both 

the 2T and 4T architectures, since each remains a commercially viable prospect at this time. The 

chief distinction is that in 4T tandems the top- and bottom-cells are stacked mechanically and 

contacted individually (Fig. 1b), allowing each sub-cell to be operated at its maximum power point. 

By contrast, the sub-cells in a monolithic 2T tandem are connected in series to make a single 

electrical device (Fig. 1a). At the module level, mechanically stacked tandems may also be wired 

together so as to require only a single inverter per string; however, we shall retain the designation 

of “4T” for these architectures since they are equivalent from an optical standpoint.23 The primary 

advantages and drawbacks of the 2T and 4T architectures have been discussed in detail 

elsewhere18,24,25 and will not be considered further here except in relation to Fig. 5. 

 

A History of Light Management in 2T and 4T Tandem Perovskite/c-Si Solar Cells.  The PCE of 

perovskite/c-Si tandem devices has progressed hand-in-hand with advances in optical design. This 

is evident in Fig. 1, which depicts the evolution in external quantum efficiency (EQE) of both 2T 

(Fig. 1c) and 4T (Fig. 1d) tandems along with their PCE. Although EQE is a combined measure 

of both optical and electrical performance, the electrical component of EQE, the internal quantum 

efficiency (IQE), is expected to be high and spectrally flat for well-optimized perovskite and Si 

devices. At least one exception can be found in the literature describing a perovskite cell suffering 

from significant IQE losses in the blue part of the spectrum,26 although the PCE of that device was 

low (13.7%) compared to all but the earliest cell results shown in Fig. 1. The remaining 
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measurements, of which there are very few, indicate negligible IQE losses in perovskite cells with 

somewhat higher efficiencies.27–29 The IQE of commercially relevant silicon cells is also generally 

very high (> 98%) with minor variations for wavelengths >1000nm where the quality of the rear-

surface passivation plays a role in collection efficiency.30 With these caveats in mind, the EQEs 

shown in Fig. 1 can be interpreted as being primarily an optical measure of light-harvesting ability. 

In Figs. 1(c,d) the EQE of a record c-Si single-junction solar cell (certified short-circuit current 

density of 43.3 mA cm-2 with contact fingers)30 is also shown alongside the tandem data as a 

reference. This reference curve represents an aspirational target for tandem devices based on c-Si 

bottom-cells, since it is derived from a cell with electrical contacts on both sides (like tandems), 

and is approximately equal to unity over most of the spectrum except in the light-trapping regime 

beyond 1000 nm.  

 

One immediately apparent feature in the progression of Fig. 1 is that 2T tandems have historically 

suffered from significant losses in the bluer half of the solar spectrum (<550nm), whereas the 4T 

tandems have conversely shown inferior current-gathering in the red-to-IR (i.e. below the 

perovskite bandgap ≈770nm). These trends in EQE reflect the distinct optical challenges inherent 

to each architecture as discussed in the following. Parasitic absorption in the blue and ultraviolet 

(UV) part of the solar spectrum (< 550 nm) occurs largely in the front-side layers of a solar cell, 

particularly the front-side selective contact and transparent conductive oxide (TCO) layers. These 

layers must be of a very high optical quality to avoid strong parasitic absorption and retain high 

electrical conductivity at the same time. In 2T tandems, the front-side layers come last in the 

fabrication sequence and consequently their quality is strongly compromised, both electrically and 

optically, due to several processing constraints. These constrains result from the need to avoid 
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damaging the underlying perovskite layer, which requires the use of low-temperature deposition 

approaches, compatible solvents, and other concessions such as the inclusion of protective buffer 

layers.31,32 A prominent example of a poor compromise is the solution-processed Spiro-OMeTAD 

(2,2’,7,7’-Tetrakis-(N,N-di-4-methoxyphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluorene), which was used as a 

hole transport layer (HTL) at the front side of the early 2T tandems shown in Fig 1c. The parasitic 

absorption losses in the blue/UV region of the Spiro-OMeTAD HTL accounted for current density 

losses of up to ~2.7 mA cm-2
.
33 Improved blue responses were only very recently achieved in the 

2T architecture by evaporating alternative front-side charge transport layers, which allows very 

thin layers and thereby lower absorption.7,32 Nevertheless, considerable loss in these layers still 

remains an issue resulting in more than 1 mA cm-2 in harvestable current density being lost in the 

blue/UV part of the solar spectrum (see Fig. 3 and the ensuing discussion).32,7  By contrast, in the 

4T tandem architecture the top and bottom solar cell are processed and contacted independently, 

allowing the optimal polarity of the devices architectures to be freely chosen and the front layers 

to be processed at high temperatures on a glass substrate. Typically, this has resulted in the front-

side layers being processed at higher temperatures – for example TCOs, like indium tin oxide 

(ITO) or fluorine tin oxide (FTO) and electron transport layers (ETL) like mesoporous TiO2, 

compact TiO2 or compact SnO2 – all of which absorb very little light at wavelengths shorter than 

380 nm, accounting for the superior UV response of the 4T tandem architecture compared to the 

2T architecture (compare Figs. 1c,d)  
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Fig. 1 Schematic of a perovskite/c-Si tandem solar module architecture in (a) 2T tandem architecture and (b) 4T tandem 

architecture. Historical evolution of the external quantum efficiency (EQE) of laboratory scale (c) 2T perovskite/c-Si tandem solar 

cells 7,32,34–36 and (d) 4T perovskite/c-Si tandem solar cells.6,19,36–39 Due to space limitations and for clarity some recent results are 

omitted. 9–11 For comparison, we show the EQE of a single-junction c-Si solar cell with a short-circuit current density of 43.3 mA 

cm-2,30 the highest certified short-circuit current density in a c-Si single-junction reported to date.  

In theory, an excellent red/NIR response is attainable in perovskite/c-Si tandems due to the very 

low parasitic absorption of perovskite materials at energies below their bandgaps.40 However, the 

independent electrical operation of the perovskite top-cell and the c-Si bottom-cell in the 4T 

tandem architecture requires multiple transparent contacts, which, in turn, induce significant 

optical losses. On top of this, the optical coupling layers and adhesives used to bind the top- and 

bottom-cells also contribute to parasitic absorption in the NIR (see Fig. 3). The NIR-EQE for 4T 

tandems therefore remains capped at around 80% in the relevant spectral range (EG,perovskite – 

EG,Si),
6,9 with significantly poorer performance in the light-trapping regime compared to the c-Si 

reference. In this regard, 2T tandems have the advantage of requiring only a single transparent 

electrode on their top side, and the use of coupling layers (recombination or tunnel junctions) with 
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negligible optical absorption compared to the optical adhesives used to date in 4T cells. These 

jointly result in much better EQE over 97% in the NIR and excellent NIR light-trapping.7 Indeed, 

the NIR-EQE of the state-of-the-art 2T tandem device shown in Fig. 1 is impressively close to that 

of the single junction c-Si reference already. We note that such high collection efficiency is also 

predicated on achieving ultra-low reflection, a challenge, which will be discussed further in the 

section on texturing. In conclusion, inferior NIR response represents an unavoidable drawback for 

4T tandems, but opportunities beyond the current state-of-the-art exist in the optimization of TCO 

performance and in the use of thinner, less absorptive optical coupling layers. A detailed discussion 

concerning both of these aspects will be provided in the section on optical losses in state-of-the-

art devices (Fig. 3), and in a section addressing TCO performance in particular (Fig. 4).  

To appreciate the size of the current densities in the remainder of this article, we suggest the 

approximate rule-of-thumb that 1 mA cm-2 in parasitic absorption (or reflection loss) for a 2T 

tandem is worth 0.8% in absolute PCE. This assumes a well-optimized open-circuit voltage (VOC) 

of 700 mV (c-Si bottom-cell) + 1.2 V (perovskite top-cell) = 1.9 V, a tandem FF of 0.83,16,30 and 

that the optical loss in question is effectively broadband so that current matching is preserved. In 

general, the PCE loss will be underestimated by this rule for the case of imbalanced absorption 

occurring in a specific sub-cell, or for reflection that is not broadband. This approximate rule-of-

thumb is therefore intended only as a ballpark estimate to put our optical calculations in 

perspective.  

 

Texturing for reduced reflection. Whilst hardly significant in the current generation of record 4T 

tandems, reflection losses can be a severe issue for 2T tandems without dedicated light 

management strategies. In commercial single-junction c-Si cells the problem of high front-surface 
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reflection is neatly resolved by anisotropic wet etching of the Si wafer’s front surface, which results 

in random pyramids with a typical size of ~1-5µm. Rays reflected on first contact are typically 

collected on a second (the “double bounce” enhancement), reducing the solar-weighted reflection 

at normal incidence to only a few percent. At present the only processing route with a proven 

ability to conformally coat such large-scale textures, and therefore to fabricate 2T tandems using 

commercially textured c-Si, is based on a hybrid evaporation/solution-process method of 

perovskite deposition.7 Looking forward, a large amount of research effort is currently being 

directed at realizing a fully co-evaporated sequence with a reduced number of process steps 

compared to the hybrid method as well as superior homogeneity.41 Such routes are attractive from 

an optical standpoint because the Si texture simultaneously addresses reflection from every one of 

a tandem’s multiple interfaces, each being subject to the double-bounce enhancement, and also 

results in more efficient light trapping in the bottom-cell. However, the challenge of depositing a 

high-quality perovskite top-cell on a textured substrate naturally begs the question of viable 

alternatives. One possible alternative to employing fully textured wafers is to employ Si wafers 

with only a rear-side texture (and a polished surface for the perovskite top-cell), and to compensate 

by incorporating light-management textures on the tandem’s front-side.8,36,42,43 Despite being 

optically inferior to a certain degree, these designs have achieved PCEs on par with the fully-

textured design of ref. 7 due to their superior electrical characteristics, although this may be a 

transient advantage owing to the lesser-developed state of perovskite cell deposition on textured 

substrates.  
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Fig. 2 Quantification of the optical impact of front-side texturing in 2T tandems as a function of the cell environment. The 

discrepancy in total absorption (c-Si + perovskite absorption) between otherwise identical tandems with a rear-only texture and 

two-sided texture was calculated in four different settings: (I) emulating a lab-scale device without encapsulation, (II) cell in a 

module behind planar glass and EVA, (III) a module with a textured cover glass and (IV) a module with a textured cover glass and 

additional interlayers.  In addition to the perovskite top-cell layer sequence shown, all structures incorporate an anti-reflection 

coating with n~1.37 (100nm MgF2) either directly on top of the cell (I) or on top of the glass encapsulation (II) - (IV). 

To explore the competition between these alternatives at a purely optical level, Fig. 2 shows 

calculations addressing the benefit of including a front-side texture in a 2T tandem device. Results 

are shown as a function of the cell’s optical surrounding, whether it be air as in a lab-scale 

measurement (structure I), or that of a module (structures II-IV). For the module results, we 

performed calculations using two designs employing either flat cover glass (II) or textured cover 

glass (III-IV) with an AR coating. Although textured cover glass is not yet common in the 

marketplace, several large-scale glass manufacturers offer rough-patterned glass products for PV 

modules at a similar price to that of conventional flat glass panels.44 Glass with deep textures 

should have optical properties similar to that of flat-panel glass with an LM foil, without the 

reliability concern introduced by polymeric materials that are prone to degrade over time in 

realistic outdoor conditions.45,46 The relative scarcity of textured glass in existing PV installations 

may be explained by the smaller benefit conferred by patterned glass to cells that are already 

textured, as are most single-junction Si cells.  
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Shown in Fig. 2 is the total active-layer absorption (perovskite absorption+Si absorption) for each 

of the cases I-IV. It is apparent that the difference between a textured and flat c-Si surface is largest 

for structure I (~1.9 mA cm-2), representing an unencapsulated lab-scale device in air. This figure 

is in good agreement with the calculations of Ref. 47, which however employed a different top-cell 

stack. The transition from an air environment to encapsulation (EVA) in structure II reduces the 

benefit of cell texturing somewhat (from 1.9 to 1.7 mA cm-2). With textured glass on the module’s 

front surface (structure III), the discrepancy between flat and textured cell surfaces reduces again 

to ~1.4 mA cm-2. Here the presence of an LM foil or glass texture plays a dual role of reducing 

reflection at the air-glass interface (benefiting both textured and un-textured cells equally) and of 

trapping some of the light reflected inside the module from the cell’s front surface (relevant only 

to cells without a front-side texture). According to our rule-of-thumb above, such a 1.4 mA cm-2 
 

difference in active-layer absorption between the textured and flat-front 2T tandems amounts to 

approximately 1.1% in absolute PCE, a figure which is neither completely game-changing nor 

entirely negligible. Provided that textured glass or LM foils are marketable, it therefore seems that 

both fully textured and front-side planar designs are viable from an optical standpoint, with the 

fully textured cells enjoying a significant, but not overwhelming advantage. 

 

Several options exist for improving the optical performance of 2T tandems with front-side polished 

Si beyond the ~1.4 mA cm-2
 absorption deficit calculated above, although each of these will entail 

additional cost in the form of processing complexity. In the top-cell stack used for the calculations 

of Fig. 2, the two most significant optical interfaces (sources of reflection) are the EVA/TCO 

interface and that between c-Si and hole-selective Spiro-TTB layer (or c-Si and the perovskite, 

since the hole-selective layer is optically almost negligible). The former can be addressed 
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relatively easily with the inclusion of an ARC coating on top of the TCO, such as SiO0.4N0.6 with 

its intermediate refractive index of ~1.75. Calculations suggest that this would add ~0.5 mA cm-2 

to the absorption of flat-fronted tandems (data not shown). Reflection from the Si interface is 

harder to address without disrupting the cell structure. One option is to include an interlayer such 

as the index-tunable SiOx layer developed for micromorph tandems48 and taken up recently in 

calculations addressing the perovskite/c-Si system.49 According to these calculations, interlayers 

could improve tandem absorption by ~0.3-0.5 mA cm-2
, although we note that the effect of parasitic 

absorption in the interlayer was not considered in these estimates. Nano-texturing for reduced 

reflection can also be envisaged on both the perovskite’s front-side, via the growth of textured 

perovskite capping layers50  or through imprint texturing,51 as well as at the c-Si interface via one 

of the many available texturing strategies.52–54 In the latter case, the depth of the required c-Si 

texture would not need to be as large as typical black-silicon designs due to the reduced index 

contrast (and significance of the reflections) at the perovskite/c-Si interface as compared with air-

Si. Our own calculations with graded-index layers in place of a nano-texture indicate that a depth 

of ~150 nm may be sufficient to recover most of the ~1 mA cm-2
 in reflection contributed by the 

c-Si interface in planar 2T tandems, a fairly modest depth which would be readily compatible with 

a solution-processed perovskite overlayer.51  However, it must be noted that approaches based on 

nano-texturing are likely to entail trade-offs with the electrical performance of both the top and 

bottom-cell, making it difficult to assess the real promise of such strategies at this stage. 

Nonetheless, to demonstrate the optical viability of these options we have included in structure IV 

of Fig. 2 a calculation with both an AR coating on the TCO and an interlayer at the Si interface, 

modifications which jointly increase absorption by ~1.2 mA cm-2
 in the planar tandem, reducing 

the discrepancy with respect to the fully textured cell to only 0.3 mA cm-2
. We note that this is 
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considerably smaller than the ~1mA cm-2 deficit in Jsc (approx. 2 mA cm-2
 in active-layer 

absorption) between single-side and double-side textured 2T tandems calculated in ref 49. Those 

calculations also included an interlayer, but compared tandems measured in air without the benefit 

of a textured glass cover or light-management foil.  

 

Fig. 3 Sources of optical loss in state-of-the art perovskite/c-Si tandem solar cells. Simulations were performed using an in-house 

model developed at KIT employing the transfer-matrix method for optically thin coherent layer stacks and a series expansion of 

Lambert-Beer’s law for thick incoherent layers. Textures are taken into account by using geometrical ray tracing as proposed by 

Baker-Finch and McIntosh.55 For each device the model was calibrated with regard to the experimental EQE and (1-R) data of the 

investigated tandem solar cells.6,7 The front ARC (PDMS) and glass superstrate used in the 4T tandem cell of ref. 6 and in the 

corresponding simulations are omitted in the schematic. 

 

The Problem of Parasitic Absorption. Despite the importance of maintaining low solar-weighted 

reflection, calculations frequently show that parasitic absorption is the larger optical loss channel 
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in perovskite/c-Si tandems. These require a piecemeal approach to reduction as they are distributed 

between the many layers essential for fabricating high-efficiency tandem devices. We have 

performed our own quantitative analysis of the optical losses in state-of-the-art 2T7 and 4T6 tandem 

architectures to identify key bottlenecks, these are given in Fig. 3. The simulated 2T tandem 

architecture in this figure is adapted from the first reported monolithically-integrated perovskite/c-

Si device incorporating a front-side (random pyramid) c-Si texture.7 For this cell we show 

simulations with and without the front-side random pyramids to quantify its effect on reflection 

(note that both cells were given a rear-side texture). Indeed, these calculations appear to confirm 

that parasitic absorption is the most significant loss channel in the current generation of state-of-

the-art perovskite/c-Si tandems. The unwanted absorption originates in several layers, with the 

most prominent being the TCOs, the antireflection coating (ARC, MgF2 in both architectures), the 

selective transport layers (ETL and HTL), the optical coupling layer (4T), and to a lesser extent 

the metal back contacts. The problem of parasitic absorption is therefore a multifaceted materials 

problem, but one which is notably easier to address with an evaporated top-cell sequence that 

allows for the deposition of ultra-thin conformal layers.  

 

In the 2T tandem architecture of Fig. 3, the worst offender in parasitic absorption is the front-side 

ETL of the perovskite top-cell (C60), although this already represents an improvement over many 

previous designs featuring Spiro-OMeTAD in the same position as mentioned previously.33,42 The 

current density loss of ~1 mA cm-2 to parasitic absorption in C60 occurs in the blue part of the 

spectrum, despite the layer only being 15-20 nm thick. In theory, there is considerable scope for 

reducing the thickness of this layer, as 1 nm of C60 has been shown to be sufficient for the purpose 

of hole blocking,56 however the enhanced probability of pinhole formation – resulting in localized 
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electrical shunt pathways – would need to be weighed in the balance. The other front-side layers 

– indium zinc oxide (IZO) and MgF2 – could also be further optimized in terms of thickness, or 

else replaced with better performing alternatives, e.g. swapping IZO with a superior TCO such as 

hydrogenated indium tungsten oxide (IWO:H), as discussed further below. Notably, almost no 

current is lost to parasitic absorption in the nc/a-Si:H recombination junction connecting the top 

and bottom cell57 - this represents a significant improvement over earlier designs incorporating 

ITO layers for the same purpose which contributed up to 1 mA cm-2  in current loss.33 Also worth 

mentioning in this context are the recently proposed ‘interlayer-free’ designs which omit the 

presence of additional recombination layers entirely.58,59  

 

Regarding the present 4T solar cell, absorption in the selective contacts is relatively negligible due 

to the favorable polarity of the solar cell architecture – annealed TiO2 on the sunward side, and 

poly[bis(4-phenyl)(2,4,6-trimethylphenyl)amine (PTAA) rear-facing. Nonetheless, a significant 

~1 mA cm-2 is lost in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) layer serving as an optical spacer layer 

between the top- and bottom- cell, mostly in the NIR, which can be attributed to molecular 

vibration of the polymer’s CH3 group.60 Here a reduction in the ~1.5 mm PDMS thickness, far 

more than is used in conventional encapsulation and more than is necessary to bind the sub-cells, 

should be sufficient to recover most of the lost current.  

 

Absorption in TCOs is by far the largest source of optical loss for 4T tandems, accounting for 

nearly 3 mA cm-2 in the state-of-the-art 4T architecture (Fig. 3), and a sizeable amount (>1 mA cm-

2) in 2T tandems.  One way of reducing these losses would be to adopt superior TCO materials and 

deposition methods, as pointed out in a recent review.61 To illustrate the options available, Fig. 4 
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shows the sheet resistance and average spectrally-weighted absorption of a wide range of TCOs 

that are potentially suited to deposition either on the front-side of a 2T tandem, or on both the 

front- and rear-side of a 4T top-cell, due to their compatibility with the low-temperature (< 150°C) 

processing that is required with a perovskite layer in place. According to this data, both sputtered 

IWO:H and hydrogenated indium oxide (IO:H) exhibit much lower solar-averaged absorption than 

any other TCO, coming in well ahead of ITO at similar sheet resistance. This indicates the potential 

for further developments in the field of TCOs, a relatively established domain of research, to 

impact emerging PV. Despite this relatively large spread in both sheet resistance and solar-

averaged transparency, it is worth noting that such parameters are far from a straightforward 

indicator of performance in a photovoltaic module. Transparent electrode performance depends 

crucially on cell size and metallization parameters, a point where the 2T and 4T tandem 

architectures are importantly differentiated. Whereas 2T perovskite/c-Si tandems are naturally the 

size of c-Si wafers (currently 239 cm2), and are likely to be contacted and metallized in much the 

same way, 4T tandem modules (see Fig. 1b) would be most straightforwardly constructed with the 

perovskite top-cells in an interconnected thin-film module structure, with narrow cell stripes 

(width ≈5mm) and no front-side metallization.8,62,63 As a result, the front-side transparent contact 

in a 4T tandem module is likely to be a bare TCO, whereas in a 2T tandem it will very likely be 

complemented by metallization in the form of fingers and bus-bars to carry current over the large 

lateral dimensions of a c-Si wafer. Similarly, the rear-side TCO of a 4T tandem top-cell can also 

be readily metallized.64 TCOs appearing in each location are therefore subject to different 

requirements and will have varying impacts on cell performance. As an illustration, in Fig. 4 we 

have calculated the effect of including optimized 50µm-wide fingers on the effective sheet 

resistance and transparency of the grid+TCO combination, taking the bare TCO data61 as a starting 
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point. The results make it clear that the inclusion of optimized metal fingers levels the competition 

between different TCOs quite considerably, since it allows for thinning of the most absorptive 

materials – for example FTO or IZO – with the reduction in sheet resistance compensated by the 

finger spacing. What appear to be large differences in TCO performance are therefore less relevant 

once metallization is taken into account. However, if a bare TCO must be used, as for example on 

the front-side of a 4T tandem, the differences between TCO materials and deposition methods can 

be highly significant (up to a dramatic ~6% in parasitic absorption at a similar sheet resistance 

according to Fig. 4).  

 

 

Fig. 4 Summarizing presentation of the variety in TCO performance that is achievable with different materials and deposition 

methods (primary data adapted from ref. 61). Also shown is the effect of including metallization in the form of 50µm x 10µm fingers 

(width x height) with optimized spacing on the resulting electrode’s transparency and sheet resistance. The optical losses in this 

case account for both shading by the fingers and absorption in the TCO. For the grid calculation we assume that (1) each TCO can 

be reduced in thickness by a factor of up to ~4 from its original value (i.e. the value at which the TCO’s transparency and sheet 

resistance was reported in ref. 61) resulting in minimal final thicknesses of around 50 nm, and that solar-weighted absorption scales 

proportionally, (2) that the grid is composed of fingers with a line-width of ~50 µm, typical for contemporary industrial screen 
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printing, and (3) the TCO thickness and finger spacing are optimized for conduction over a length of 2.5 cm, corresponding to a 3 

bus-bar configuration over a 156 mm wafer (bus-bar shading and ohmic loss are not included in the calculation).  

 

Although not specific to tandem cells, another way of recovering lost current would be to invest 

in mitigating the optical impact of dead areas in perovskite/c-Si tandem solar modules due to bus 

bars, contact fingers, interconnection lines and the spacing between wafers. For 2T tandems, a 

reduction in dead-area loss is most likely to stem from the continued reduction in finger widths 

deposited via screen printing, now as small as 40 µm,65 with techniques capable of 20 µm on the 

horizon.66 Improved optical performance at the module level can also be foreseen in the form of 

new approaches to metallization, typified by the “SmartWire” technology of Meyer-Burger.67 

Here, benefits accrue from the reduced thickness compared to standard bus bars (in much the same 

way as narrower fingers are advantageous) and from a reduced optical footprint due to a rounded 

cross-section. Even though the interconnects of the top-cell thin-film module structure in 4T 

modules will be at least partly transparent to the bottom-cells, the large size of typical dead-area 

losses in thin-film modules (5 - 10%)68,69 motivates the consideration of optical cloaking concepts. 

A variety of cloaking concepts have been suggested in the literature to reduce the effective dead-

area of both tandem and single-junction modules. The proposed strategies encompass diffractive 

optics,70 reflective optics,71,72 refraction at “free-form surfaces”,73,74 as well as recovering back-

scattered light via total internal reflection.75 However, it should be noted that these concepts are at 

a much lower level of technological readiness than the metallization schemes discussed above, and 

are mentioned here simply in the spirit of an outlook on possible directions for future research and 

development. 
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Tandem Optics under Realistic Irradiation Conditions.  In the previous sections we have 

addressed optical losses stemming from the auxiliary layers in the form of reflection and parasitic 

absorption; however, the most important optical layers are clearly the active layers themselves. In 

particular it is the optical absorption of the top-cell that largely determines the degree of current 

matching between top and bottom cells in a tandem, a quality which is crucial to achieving high-

performance 2T devices. Whereas losses in the auxiliary layers can be well-estimated by modelling 

layer-resolved absorption and reflection under standard testing conditions (STC: AM1.5G 

illumination under normal incidence and 25°C) as done in the previous sections, the importance 

of top versus bottom cell absorption necessitates a more accurate approach to evaluate the relative 

performance of different designs and architectures. For this purpose, energy yield (EY) modelling 

becomes essential as it considers the many real-world variables which can affect the degree of 

current matching, such as geographically-variable levels of diffuse versus specular irradiation, and 

transient variations in both the spectrum and angle-of-incidence of solar radiation.25,76–78 Here we 

briefly discuss the relevance of these variations to the relative performance of the 2T and 4T 

architectures, and to the question of optimal perovskite bandgaps. 

To illustrate the effect of realistic irradiation conditions on textured perovskite/c-Si tandem solar 

cells, we show simulated EY data for the two devices introduced earlier in the 4T6 and 2T7 

configurations (Fig. 3).  The EY figures were calculated for two representative locations with, on 

the one hand, a large share of specular irradiation (Phoenix, AZ) and, on the other hand, a large 

share of diffuse irradiation (Portland, OR). To ensure comparability between different bandgaps, 

we kept the FF (~78%) and VOC/EG ratio (~75%) of each tandem constant.78 At each location, and 

under STC, we show the performance of these tandem devices “as is”, that is with perovskite 

thicknesses and bandgaps as they were reported in the literature, alongside performance values 
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calculated with the perovskite bandgaps and thickness optimized for maximal EY (here the 

perovskite thickness was limited to 750nm, considering typical state-of-the-art perovskite 

absorbers).  

The EY modelling reveals several trends. To begin, a significant discrepancy is apparent between 

the bandgaps optimized under STC on the one side, and bandgaps computed for EY on the other. 

Assuming idealized, step-function absorption, the optimal top-cell bandgap for 2T tandems is well-

known to reside in the region of 1.7 - 1.8 eV.24,79 However, realistic optical imperfections related 

to parasitic and incomplete absorption induce corrections relative to these initial estimates. At both 

the cell and module level the majority of parasitic absorption in 2T tandems occurs in the top-cell’s 

region of absorption, which has the effect of lowering the optimal bandgap with respect to that of 

a step-function absorber under STC. Naturally, incomplete absorption in the perovskite top-cell 

due to its finite thickness will also lower the optimal bandgap. Indeed, the computations in Fig. 5 

indicate an optimal bandgap of 1.66 eV for both the 2T and 4T tandems under STC, confirming 

this initial expectation. However, the optima computed on the basis of EY at both locations returns 

somewhat higher values 1.69-1.71 eV for both architectures (Fig. 5). The key reason for this 

discrepancy lies in the variation of spectral irradiance over the course of a year and in the average 

photon energy of local spectra. In sunny locations, the average photon energy tends to exceed that 

of AM1.5G, which has the effect of raising the optimal bandgap, contrary to the trends associated 

with sub-optimal top-cell absorption and front-side parasitic absorption. Although locations with 

a significant fraction of diffuse radiation tend to see a reduction in the average photon energy, an 

overall a trend to higher optimal bandgaps still predominates compared to STC.76  

A second result of our EY modelling concerns the relative performance of the 2T and 4T 

architectures under realistic irradiation conditions. The requirement of current-matching in 2T 
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tandems raises obvious questions concerning the performance of these cells in terrestrial 

environments that entail significant temporal variation in the solar spectrum. Comparing again the 

two state-of-the-art representatives, EY modelling confirms the higher sensitivity of the 2T 

architecture to realistic irradiation conditions, at least when the cells are simulated “as is”, i.e. with 

the bandgaps and perovskite thicknesses they were reported with in the literature, not optimized 

for the conditions under which they are simulated. In terms of nominal power under STC, the 

unmodified 4T architecture outperforms the unmodified 2T architecture by 4.6% relative (Fig. 5), 

a discrepancy which increases up to a ~10% difference in EY when the same cells are subjected 

to realistic irradiation conditions (Phoenix and Portland). However, the discrepancy between 2T 

and 4T performance largely vanishes when the perovskite bandgap and thickness are optimized at 

each location (or for STC). Once optimized, the textured 2T tandem has a slight advantage of 1.4% 

in relative nominal power under AM1.5G conditions. This slight advantage is diminished for 

realistic time-of-day and seasonal spectral variations at both Phoenix and Portland. Nevertheless, 

the effect of transient current-mismatch is not too large and it is significant that the 2T architecture, 

once optimized carefully, yields similar performance to the 4T architecture under realistic 

irradiation conditions.  

Although the halide perovskites enjoy a large degree of bandgap tunability, much of their 

compositional space is hampered by poor operational stability. In particular, many of the high-

bandgap compositions incorporating large fractions of Br are prone to phase segregate under 

illumination and forward bias. Long-term stability under operating conditions is therefore likely 

to play a larger role in the selection of appropriate top-cell compositions than the optimal bandgaps 

for tandem performance. The results of Fig. 5 indicate that 2T performance will be very close to 

that of the 4T architecture if a stable high-bandgap composition can be found, and furthermore that 
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little to no location-specific optimization will be required to achieve good current-matching. If on 

the other hand the stable composition manifests a lower bandgap, the thickness of the 2T top-cell 

will need to be adjusted significantly to match local spectra, and tandem performance will be lower 

compared to that of the 4T architecture.80 From this perspective, the competition between 2T and 

4T tandems will be decided to a large degree by the extent to which long-term stability constrains 

the availability of different top-cell bandgaps.   

 

 
Fig. 5 Comparison between nominal power output under STC (left), and realistic energy yield (right) of the 2-terminal (2T)7 and 

4-terminal (4T)6 perovskite/c-Si tandem devices considered throughout this paper. Energy yield was calculated with an optimized 

tilt angle in two locations with a large share of specular irradiation (Phoenix, AZ) and of diffuse irradiation (Portland, OR). Data 

is shown for the tandem devices as reported in the literature (grey and red bars) and with optimized perovskite bandgaps (indicated) 

and thicknesses (black and brown). For the latter a maximum allowable thickness of 750nm was assumed. Labels indicate relative 

differences in nominal power (equivalently PCE) and EY.  

 

Conclusion. In summary, this perspective highlights the importance of light management for the 

advancement of perovskite/c-Si tandem photovoltaics. Whilst several recent publications have 

rightly emphasized the development of new perovskite materials, interfaces and device 

architectures, progress in this area has hinged equally on improved device architectures that reduce 

optical losses due to reflection and parasitic absorption. Moreover, there is still significant potential 

remaining to improve the optical design of perovskite/c-Si tandem cells.  
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One of the most important questions in this area concerns the optical significance of employing 

fully textured Si cells in 2T tandems, given what this entails for the perovskite top-cell deposition. 

Since a fully solution-processed sequence is apparently ruled out by the large feature sizes of 

typical Si textures, the question marks a fork in the road for the community working on 2T tandem 

development. Fully textured tandems enjoy a significant but not overwhelming advantage over 

tandems fabricated on selectively (single-side) textured wafers, to the tune of ~1.1% in PCE for 

cells in a module environment behind textured glass, or with a light-management foil in place. 

However, with the inclusion of an additional anti-reflection coating, and an interlayer or nano-

texture at the Si interface, we found that such planar-top-cell designs can achieve essentially 

equivalent optical performance to their fully textured counterparts. Despite this, the number of 

processing steps involved in the latter optimization may not justify the additional cost. Notably, 

from an industrial standpoint it is simpler to produce doubly-textured Si wafers than single-side 

textured wafers, suggesting that designs employing the latter will have to make up for the 

additional processing complexity at other stages in the fabrication sequence. Alternatively, it may 

transpire that planar top-cells will enjoy a significant advantage in electrical characteristics – the 

likelihood of this is difficult to assess at the present moment given the relatively underdeveloped 

state of methods for depositing perovskites on textured substrates, which makes a fair comparison 

to planar solution-processed top-cells impossible. 

 

We have seen that in the 4T architecture TCO absorption and avoidable losses in the optical 

adhesive are largely to blame for sub-optimal NIR EQE in the current record-holding tandem 

device. TCO absorption can be ameliorated by taking advantage of high-performing alternatives 
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to the standard ITO such as IWO:H and IO:H, as well as by judiciously matching the TCO’s region 

of absorption, whether primarily in the UV or NIR, to its location in the tandem stack. 

Developments are also ongoing in the field of scalable techniques for printing narrow-width metal 

lines, and of optically cloaking the dead area losses; such efforts have the potential to even further 

improve optical performance of both 2T and 4T devices on the timescale over which tandems are 

likely to be commercialized. For 2T devices with a front-side texture, the primary challenge, apart 

from retaining good electrical performance, will be maintaining low parasitic absorption in the 

front-side TCO and selective contacts. For the latter, materials development in the area of suitable 

wide-bandgap semiconductors with low absorption, or the ability to function at optically negligible 

thicknesses, seems to be the only way forward.  

 

An important aspect of perovskite/c-Si tandem development concerns the competition between 

textured 2T and 4T architectures under realistic irradiation conditions. Regarding the real world 

application of PV modules, EY modelling shows that the 4T architecture is more tolerant in terms 

of annual EY towards realistic irradiation conditions, requiring less location-specific optimization. 

Nevertheless, the 2T architecture can attain an EY closely comparable to that of 4T tandems 

provided that the top-cell thickness and bandgap are optimized to match local conditions. If the 

top-cell bandgap is not barred from reaching high values ~1.7eV, only minimal location-specific 

optimization would be required to obtain equivalent performance. However, more significant 

location-specific changes are required to achieve current-matching with lower bandgaps, which 

could impact the commercial viability of the 2T architecture if stability constraints favor lower-

bandgap compositions. These considerations highlight the point that variations in local spectral 
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irradiance need to be considered in the identification of a superior tandem architecture for 

commercialization.   

 

Overall, there is significant room to improve the optical performance of both 2T and 4T 

perovskite/c-Si tandems, comparable to the remaining scope for electrical optimization. Future 

research and development will have to carefully navigate the balance between electrical and optical 

aspects, on top of considerations of process complexity, in order to harvest the full cost-advantage 

of the perovskite/c-Si Tandem PV opportunity. 
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